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ABSTRACT
Zipf’s law states that the frequencies of word apparitions in written texts are ranked following a power law. This law is a robust
statistical property observed both in translated and untranslated languages. Interestingly, this law seems to be also manifested
in music records where several metrics take the place of words—the canonical choice of Zipfian units in written texts—but
finding an accurate analogous of the concept of words in music is difficult because lacks a functional semantic. This yields to
the question of which are the proper Zipfian units in music, and even in other contexts. In particular, in written texts, several
alternatives had been proposed besides the canonical use of words, seeking to extend the range of validity of Zipf’s law. In this
work we perform a comparative statistical analysis of musical scores and literary texts, to seek and validate a natural election of
Zipfian units in music. We found that Zipf’s law emerges in music when chords and notes are chosen as Zipfian units. Our
results are grounded on a consistent analysis of the statistical properties of music and texts, supporting the general validity of
Zipf’s law in human languages.
Introduction
Despite the restrictions imposed by grammar rules, human languages exhibit regular statistical properties among which Zipf’s
law is one of the most important1. This law establishes that when the words of a long text are ranked according to their
frequency, the rank-frequency distribution follows a power law f ∝ r−z where f is the frequency of the word of rank r and
z ≈ 1 is Zipf’s exponent. The relevance of Zipf’s law lies in its intrinsic robustness; this law is manifested in almost every
language2, including untranslated languages3, unknown language codes4, non-natural languages such as esperanto5 and even
other human activities such as music6 and chess7, 8. The strong empirical evidence found in written texts suggests that Zipf’s
law is a common trait of any form of human language.
In practice, the form of the rank-frequency distribution vary depending on the specific literary piece or corpus under analysis.
In particular, the standard Zipf’s law partially fits the empirical data9–11, thus requiring different corrections. An important
correction was early introduced by Mandelbrot12, consisting in a shift rz in the ranks of Zipf’s law; a variation usually known
as Zipf-Mandelbrot law. Typically, in a log-log plot, the rank-frequency distribution of literary works or small corpora exhibit
a shoulder in the region of high ranked words (small r) departing from the expected Zipfian behavior. Also, in the low rank
region (large r) there is a deviation from the power law resembling an exponential cut-off. The high ranked plateau departure is
somehow accounted by the shift rz introduced in Zipf-Mandelbrot law. Evenmore, in the particular case of very large corpus,
the rank-frequency distribution is well described by the continuous fusion of two power laws9, 13.
Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain Zipf’s law14–20 and its different corrections9, 10, 13. In particular, it
has been reported that Zipf’s law does not work well in chinese texts21 where a stretched exponential function fits better the
empirical data. To explain this departure, a recent work suggests22 that the shape of the frequency distribution depends on
how the text is encoded. In the same trend, to extend the range of validity of Zipf’s law, it has been proposed that the general
semantic units for statistical linguistic analysis must be phrases23 instead of words. These observations open the question of
which are the proper lexical or Zipfian units in the statistical analysis of texts. The statistical analysis of n-grams as Zipfian
units, i.e. when words are replaced by strings of n words with n = 2,3..., shows that the n-gram distributions become flatter as
n increases24–26. Moreover, this result has been proven analytically for rank-frequency distributions that follow a power law13.
Zipf’s law has been also reported in music by using several metrics as the analoguos of words in texts1, 6, 27. However, the
problem of properly defining the Zipfian units in the context of music is more subtle than in text analysis because music lacks
of a functional semantic. Music is generally accepted as another form of human language1. In fact, the everyday experience
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indicates that music is certainly connected with emotions and, in this sense, several experimental setups for the quantitative
analysis of the relationship between music and emotions have been reported in the literature28, 29. But at variance with common
languages, the quest for semantic meanings in music is more elusive. Neurologic studies showed that music can determine
physiological indices of semantic processing30. However, these general results do not provide enough information for the proper
identification of the lexical or conceptual units in the statistical analysis of music works. Manaris et al. found that power laws
provide a good description for the rank-frequency distributions of various measures in music, such as pitch, duration, melodic
intervals, and harmonic consonance27. Later, Liu et al. performed an extensive analysis of the distribution of pitch fluctuation
in corpora of works of several classical composers31, finding that these distributions are long tailed. Nevertheless, these authors
were not focused on the identification of Zipfian units in analogy with words in texts. To this end, Zanette traced an analogy
between music and language proposing that notes could be proper Zipfian units6 since notes, being the smallest-scale patterns
or building blocks of musical compositions, contain information on the pitch and the duration of the sounds. In particular, his
work reported that the rank-frequency distribution of notes follows the Zipf-Mandelbrot law, at least for relatively short musical
compositions.
The identification of natural Zipfian units in music has two major meanings that are intrinsically interdependent. On one
side, establishing a parallelism between music and written languages and on the other side supporting the validity of Zipf’s law
as a phenotype of any written language. In this work we analyze two natural candidates for Zipfian units in music—namely,
notes and a generalized definition of chords—looking for the best election of Zipfian units which convey music to satisfy
Zipf-Mandelbrot law. We support our results in music by carrying out a comparative analysis combining written texts with
different null models. We introduce a recursive algorithm to detect more complex Zipfian units than the canonical words, and
study the effect of these new Zipfian units in the rank-frequency distribution. Also, we analyze the effect that sub-Zipfian
units—specifically, Zipfian units comprised by fragments of words—produce in the Zipf-Mandelbrot law. Guided by this
comparative analysis we claim that Zipfian units in music consist in the set of different notes and chords present in musical
compositions.
Theoretical background
In this section we introduce the theoretical tools required for the analysis of our results. We describe Zipf’s and Heaps’ law,
two paradigmatic models of Zipf’s law, both based on different conceptual approaches, and finally we discuss the concept of
entropy in texts.
Notation and Zipf’s law
Let’s first introduce the notation and the formalism required to present known results of texts statistic. To fix ideas, we introduce
the formalism in the specific context of Zipf’s law in literary texts, although this apply as well to the case of music since musical
scores can be represented as string of symbols. Consider a realization of a text, a sequenceW = w1,w2, ...,wT of T words
w, and let the set V := {w : w ∈W} represent the corresponding vocabulary or lexicon of words; that is, the set of different
words found in the text. Clearly, N := |V | ≤ T := |W| because, as it happens in ordinary texts, words can appear repeatedly.
Let fw := ∑t δw,wt be the number of times a word w appears in the sequenceW , where δi, j is the Kronecker delta. We refer to
fw as the frequency or popularity of word w. Accordingly, n f := ∑w∈V δ f , fw is the number of words with popularity f . Hence,
we have ∑w∈V fw = T and ∑ f n f = N. To compute the rank-frequency distribution of word frequencies, we rank the words in
V by sorting them in decreasing order of popularity, so the rank rw ∈ {1,2, ...,N} is defined for each word w in the text. In
this way Zipf’s law can be stated by the relation fw ∼ r−zw for all the words w ∈V where z≈ 1 is the typical Zipf’s exponent.
Usually, this law is expressed succinctly as f ∼ r−z. Zipf’s law can also be expressed in terms of the frequency as n f ∼ f−γ
where the relation32 γ = 1+1/z holds.
Besides power laws, stretched exponentials33, 34, f (r) = Ae−(r/rξ )
ξ
, are also commonly found in complex systems35–37 and
can be used to describe the rank-frequency distributions. Here, the prefactor A and the scale rξ are non independent since they
are related through normalization34. Only the exponent ξ and the scale rξ are important. The stretched exponential distribution
is more skewed than the simple exponential distribution corresponding to ξ = 1, but it is still less skewed than a power law
which is approached in the limit of ξ → 0.
Heaps’ law
For each t = 1, ...,T , let us consider the sub-sequencesWt := w1,w2, ...,wt . In this way, we may think of a textW as a growing
process where eachWt+1 is obtained from the concatenation of the already written textWt and a new word wt+1. During the
process, the vocabulary Vt := {w ∈Wt} may grow, meaning that Nt := |Vt | ≤ Nt+1. Heaps’ law establishes a relation between
the size of the growing vocabulary and the running time or length t that is expressed as Nt ∼ tν for t 1 and fixed exponent
ν ∈ (0,1]. It can be shown that in a stochastic process in which Zipf’s law emerges, the exponents of Zipf’s and Heaps’ law are
related by ν = 1/z if z > 1 or ν = 1 otherwise32. In particular, when z approaches to 1 from values larger than 1, i.e. z→ 1+,
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then ν→ 1− and γ = 1+ν→ 2−. In other words, the broader is the distribution of word popularities, the slower the vocabulary
grows.
Models of Zipf’s law
In his seminal work1, Zipf established that the frequency-rank distribution of words follows a power law ( f ∝ 1/rz) proposing
a qualitative explanation based in the principle of least effort. Later, Mandelbrot proposed a mathematical model based
on information theory12, introducing a cost function, from where a power-law distribution for the words statistics can be
derived using a variational approach. In Mandelbrot’s formulation, the rank-frequency distributions follow the later called
Zipf-Mandelbrot law
f ∝ (r+ rz)−z, 1≤ z. (1)
If the parameters rz and z are independent, then this expression fits better the empirical data as compared to the ordinary Zipf’s
law. However, in Mandelbrot’s model these parameters are not independent as was shown by Manin18, thus the model fails to
appropriately reproduce the empirical data.
Another important class of models for text generation are based in the stochastic process of preferential growth, originally
developed by Simon14 based on previous results introduced by Yule38. In this dynamics the frequency of words grows
preferentially and the words reaching a high popularity become linguistically important because they are related to the concept
of context creation, i.e. perceptual elements whose collective function yields coherence and comprehensibility to a message6.
Simon’s model reproduce Zipf’s law for the case of vocabularies growing linearly with the length of the text. Later Montemurro
and Zanette9, 10 introduced a variant of Simon’s model by incorporating Heaps’ law for arbitrary values of ν ∈ (0,1]—since
in Simon’s model ν = 1—and Eq. (1) is re-obtained from the perspective of preferential growth6. In their model rz and z are
somehow independent parameters allowing a better fit of the data.
Both models cast the same expression for the word distributions, however the relation between the parameters involved and
the conceptual support is different.
Entropy of sequences
The degree of ordering of a word sequenceW is characterized by the presence of certain patterns that appear repeatedly at
different scales, and whose frequency of apparition can not be explained by chance. The presence of patterns in texts is also
related to a redundancy in the codification of the message communicated. For instance, from an information theoretical point of
view39, common patterns can be replaced by new words or symbols improving the efficiency of the codes that can be used
to represent the message. In the case of completely uncorrelated texts, the degree of order of the words forming the text is
properly quantified by Shannon’s entropy
H1 =− ∑
w∈V
pw log pw (2)
where pw(∼ fw) is the probability for a word w ∈ V to appear in the text. In particular, this entropy reach its maximum
H1 = lnN for the uniform distribution where pw = 1/N for all w and its minimum H1 = 0 when the vocabulary is composed
of a single word, corresponding to a completely ordered text. Under the presence of correlations the degree of ordering of a
sequence of words is better characterized using block-entropies. For this it is necessary to estimate the probability distribution
of n-grams, where an n-gram g is a set of n consecutive words. At this level of description the entropy is
Hn =− ∑
g∈V n
pg log pg, (3)
where pg is the probability for the n-gram g = (w1,w2, ...,wn) to occur inW and V n is the set of all possible n-grams that can
be obtained from vocabulary V . The degree of correlations between words is reflected in how Hn grows with the size n of the
n-gram. Hence the degree of ordering of correlated sequences of words in a text is properly evaluated by the entropy rate, which
is defined as
H = lim
n→∞
Hn
n
. (4)
For completely uncorrelated processes the entropy rate is equal to Shannon’s entropy, and the presence of short or long-range
correlations reduce the entropy rate as compared to Shannon’s entropy. The probability distributions pg is difficult to estimate
in practice, specially for long n-grams40. Furthermore, under the presence of long-range correlations it is not possible to obtain
accurate entropy rates using block entropies. Instead, non-parametric methods for entropy estimation based on Lempel-Ziv
compressors41 can be used for these estimations42, 43.
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The difference between the Shannon entropy and the entropy rate,
D = H1−H, (5)
is a measure of the correlations of the words in texts emerging as a robust statistical property of languages. Montemurro and
Zanette showed that the value of D∼ 3.5 bits/word is independent of the language42 and that D is a form of the Kullback-Leibler
divergence. Later, the universality of this value of D was corroborated in a recent work by Bentz et al.43. Therefore, the entropy
associated with the string of words in texts is a core information-theoretic property of natural languages. In this work we will
estimate entropy rates using the standard techniques introduced in the previous mentioned works42, 43. As far as we known the
validity of these observations have not been checked in the case of music.
Results
Zipf’s law in music
In our search for the appropriate Zipfian units of music, we have analyzed the statistical properties of a large number of
music scores, and a few music corpora composed of sets of similar musical pieces. The results here shown correspond to a
selection—among nearly 100 musical composition—that is representative of the behavior observed on all the music scores and
corpora we have analyzed. We start our analysis considering musical notes as Zipfian units. Sequence of musical notes are
denoted byN . In our considerations, notes differ when they have different pitch or duration. The pitch is their sound frequency,
and their duration is measured in units of a quarter note or crotchet. We disregard their volume, timbre and the instrument used
to play them.
Let’s study the rank-frequency distributions of notes by fitting them with Zipf-Mandelbrot law and stretched exponential
functions. Figure 1 (a) shows the rank-frequency distribution of notes for Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 in D Major BWV
1050 for flute, oboe and strings (magenta squares). This rank-frequency distribution is better fitted by an stretched exponential
(dashed line) than a Zipf-Mandelbrot law (full line). Figure 1 (b) shows similar results but for a corpus composed of the six
Bach’s Brandenburg Concerts. Again, the stretched exponential function provides a better fit than the Zipf-Mandelbrot law.
A similar behavior is observed in musical pieces of other Baroque composers such as Vivaldi, as shown in Figs. 1 (c) and
(d) for the Concerto in E Major - Spring and the corpus of the four Vivaldi’s concerts, respectively. Finally, we confirm the
results in musical works of two modern composers A. Piazzolla and I. Stravinsky. In Figs. 1 (e) and (f) we show Piazzolla’s
Primavera Porten˜a (for Accordion, three Violins and Contrabass) and Stravinsky’s Rite of spring (piano four hands). It is worth
to remark than in a previous work D. Zanette concluded that the rank-frequency distribution of notes can be well described by
the Zipf-Mandelbrot law. However, in his analysis shorter musical pieces where used. The largest musical piece analyzed in
Zanette’s work has 2292 notes (C. Debussy, Suite Bergamasque, 2nd Mov.) while in our work the shortest musical piece has
5324 (A. Piazzolla, Primavera porten˜a). We were able to reproduce the results of Zanette’s work (not shown here) besides
his analysis was performed using midi files44 while we use instead musical scores in mxl format (see Methods). The fitted
parameters for the stretched exponential functions and the Zipf-Mandelbrot law in the different cases are shown in Table
2. The relative error of the fitted parameters indicates that the stretched exponential function fits better the curves than the
Zipf-Mandelbrot law. According to these results, notes seem not to be the appropriate Zipfian units of music.
In order to explore new plausible alternatives for Zipfian units we consider chords in a broad sense. Specifically, we propose
that sets of notes that are played simultaneously may be regarded as a good choice for musical Zipfian units. We call generalized
chords to these new Zipfian units. They can be composed of single notes—so our proposal includes the Zipfian units proposed
by Zanette—or may include several notes played by different instruments; a case commonly found in Concerts. A sequence of
musical generalized chords is denoted by C. The rank-frequency distributions for the musical pieces previously analyzed are
shown in Figs. 1 (a)-(e). The curves (cyan circles) are better fitted using Zipf-Mandelbrot law (full line) than with stretched
exponential (dashed lines). As before, the fitted parameters are shown in Table 2. In all cases, Zipf-Mandelbrot law exponents
are close but lesser than one, with a more pronounced departure in those concerts with a broad chord length distribution (as in
inset of Fig 1 (e)). Finally, we also observe that the consideration of generalized chords as Zipfian units considerably expands
the size of the vocabulary and reduces the length of the musical scores (see table 2).
The previous analysis opens the question of whether other choices of more elaborate Zipfian units can produce rank-
frequency distributions that more closely satisfy Zipf-Mandelbrot law and with an exponent closer to one. Using literary texts
as a reference case of study, where Zipf’s law is well satisfied, we will argue that generalized chords constitute an appropriate
choice of Zipfian units in music.
Reference models and the characterization of super- and sub-Zipfian units in texts
In this section we introduce the concepts of super- and sub-Zipfian units within the well know context of literary works. Later,
these concepts will play a central role in our comparative analysis between literary texts and musical scores. To support our
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analysis, we also introduce different reference models for sequences. These are obtained from the combined application of
a shuffling operation S, a fragmentation operation F , a compression operation C and a re-fragmentation operation Rη , all of
which can be applied to sequences of wordsW , notes N or generalized chords C.
For our analysis we use four texts from different authors available at Project Gutenberg45: Frank Kafka’s Metamorphosis,
Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe, Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice.
For simplicity, we will refer to these texts as Metamorphosis, Robinson, Alice and Pride, respectively. Let us revisit Zipf’s law
for these literary works. In Fig. 2 (a) we plot the rank-frequency distribution for Metamorphosis and Robinson and in Fig. 2 (b)
for Alice and Pride. Each distribution is fitted using stretched exponential and Zipf-Mandelbrot functions. For the shorter texts
(Metamorphosis and Alice) both fits are nearly equivalent. However, as expected for the larger texts (Robinson and Pride),
Zipf-Mandelbrot law clearly provides a better fit. In this regard, it is well known that the form of Zipf’s law vary with text
extension. For instance, in large corpora9, 13 a second power law emerges for low frequency words.
We now motivate the definition of super-Zipfian units. Previous works showed that Zipf’s law depends on how the text is
encoded22, 24. For instance, Williams et al. suggested23 that the general semantic units for statistical linguistic analysis must
be phrases and not words. With phrases as Zipfian units, the authors were able to extend the range of validity of Zipf’s law
in several order of magnitude. As we are going to show, the previous result can be related with the emergence of Zipf’s law
from the construction of efficient codes for communication12, 17, 46, 47. Formally, phrases can be identified with n-grams, i.e.
sequences of n consecutive words that are considered as a whole. The extended Zipf’s law of Williams et al. suggests that
phrases correspond to n-grams occurring more frequently than by chance, establishing recurrent patterns in the sequenceW
which can be exploited to compress its length. These recurrent patterns are potential super-Zipfian units which we define more
precisely in what follows.
Taking inspiration from the Lempel-Ziv universal compressor39, we introduce the n-gram Compressor Algorithm (n-
gramCA) as a way to automatically detect recurring n-grams of varying size on sequencesW . The n-gramCA works as follows.
First we look in the sequenceW for the longest non-overlapping n-grams that are repeated at least once. Then, each of these
n-grams is transformed into a new token or Zipfian unit concatenating its parts using hyphens as connectors -. For example,
gregor samsa, a 2-gram repeatedly appearing in Metamorphosis, is transformed into the Zipfian unit gregor-samsa
which we define as a super-Zipfian unit. These new Zipfian units are then used to replace the corresponding occurrences
of n-grams in the sequence, i.e. each occurrence of gregor samsa is replaced by gregor-samsa. If there are many
repeating n-grams of the same size n, which is a common case for small n, we transform them into new Zipfian units, one
by one, in decreasing order of popularity. This sequential procedure is applied to solve the potential conflict of overlapping
n-grams. When no more n-grams of size n remain, we continue looking for n-grams of size n−1, and so on until the sequence
is reduced to n-grams of size one. For further details, please check our Python implementation of the n-gramCA52. For our
purposes, it is convenient to think of the n-gramCA as an operation C transforming any sequenceW into a compressed version
CW .
Let’s investigate the properties of the rank-frequency distributions of compressed texts. The compressed version CW of a
sequenceW represents a reference model exhibiting maximally reduced short range correlations. This is because the n-gramCA
encodes the short range correlation of the original sequence into new super-Zipfian units. Additionally, the length of the
compressed sequences measured in Zipfian units are shorter because several n-grams become replaced by single super-Zipfian
units during the compression procedure. In Figs. 2 (c) y (d) we show the rank-frequency distributions of the compressed
version of Metamorphosis, Robinson, Alice and Pride. All of them turn to be well fitted by the Zipf-Mandelbrot law (full lines),
although with exponents considerably smaller than the originals (see table 2). This reduction of Zipf’s exponent is expected,
since it is in agreement with similar results for sequences of n-grams of fixed size24, 48.
The code or vocabulary generated by the compression is greatly influenced by the correlations existing between words.
Therefore, we study the compression of uncorrelated texts that follow Zipf-Mandelbrot law. To this end, we randomly shuffle
the order of words before compressing the sequence. The shuffling operation S takes any sequenceW into a shuffled version
SW which preserves the rank-frequency distribution and exhibits an entropy rate well approached by H1. Shuffling slightly
modifies Heaps’s law (not shown). In Figs. 2 (e) and (f) we show the rank-frequency distributions for the sequences CSW
obtained by first shuffling and then compressing the literary works of Figs. 2 (a) and (b). These rank-frequency distributions
show a shoulder at high frequencies and a long tail at low frequencies and are well fitted by the Zipf-Mandelbrot law with
an exponent close to one. The stretched exponential depart from the data at low and high ranks. These results confirm that
the effect of correlations greatly affect the results obtained from the n-gramCA. In particular, for uncorrelated texts satisfying
Zipf’s law, the exponent of the compressed sequences remains close to the original one.
To eventually counter balance the fusing nature of the n-gramCA, we now motivate the definition of the sub-Zipfian units.
Specifically, we introduce a fragmentation operation F to produce reference models FW composed of fragments of the Zipfian
units inW . Algorithmically, words are fragmented by inserting spaces after each vowel within the words. In this way, words
with k inner vowels split into k+1 parts. The resulting fragments become new Zipfian units which we choose to call sub-Zipfian
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units. For instance, the fragmentation operation turns the beginning of Alice (we do no use upper case letters)
down the rabbit hole alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting
into the sequence
do wn the ra bbi t ho le a li ce wa s be gi nni ng to ge t ve ry ti re d o f
si tti ng
where we can identify a couple of repeating sub-Zipfian units such as t and ng.
Fragmentation destroys the map between semantic concepts and Zipfian units but preserve correlations. In general, the
rank-frequency distribution of the new sequence of fragmented words or sub-Zipfian units does not follows Zipf’s law and
strongly affects Heaps’ law. Typically, the vocabulary growth stagnates at long t (not shown). The rank-frequency distributions
of word fragments for each of the texts previously analyzed are shown in Figs. 3 (a-d). The distributions are well fitted by
stretched exponential, meaning that word fragments do not follow a Zipfian distribution. Instead, they behave as notes in music.
This departure from a power law is also observed in graphemes23 and in small parts of words22. Let’s see if the compression
algorithm is able to somehow recover the original Zipfian units by reconstructing the words from its fragments. In other words,
let’s study the reference models CFW for each of the previously studied text sequences. As it can be observed in Figs. 3,
the rank-frequency distributions from the reconstructed text follow the Zipf-Mandelbrot law, but with exponents significantly
smaller than the originals (see Table 2). This is because the n-gramCA can rebuild several words but it also creates super-Zipfian
units joining parts of several consecutive words of the original sequence. In other words, it still tends to transform repeating
n-grams of the original non-fragmented texts into Zipfian units. For instance, after passing the n-gramCA to the fragmented
text of Alice, the beginning reads
do-wn the-ra-bbi-t-ho-le a-li-ce-wa-s-be-gi-nni-ng to-ge-t ve-ry-ti-re-d-o-f
si-tti-ng
where, as previously mentioned, the hyphens indicate those points where the word fragments where joined to produce the
super-Zipfian units. As it can be observed, the words down and sitting are recovered. Additionally, new words that correspond
to reconstructed n-grams such as: the-rabbit-hole and alice-was-beginning are also introduced.
To compensate for the tendency of the n-gramCA to produce super-Zipfian units resulting in Zipf’s exponents significantly
smaller than one, we propose the operation Rη , that refragment some of the merged tokens by randomly removing a fraction
η of the hyphens appearing in the compressed sequences, so long tokens, and thus super-Zipfian units, are more probably
fragmented. Taking the same example with Alice and using η = 0.4 we obtain
do-wn the ra bbi t ho le a-li ce wa-s-be-gi-nni ng to ge-t ve ry ti re-d-o-f
si-tti-ng
With this re-fragmentation of the already compressed texts, the rank-frequency distributions of the resulting reference models
RηCFW become similar to the rank-frequency distributions of the original sequencesW . This is shown in Figs. 3 (a-d) where
power law tails with exponents z≈ 1 can be observed.
Summing up, the existing correlations of written text can be encoded into super-Zipfian units through the compression
of recurrent patterns. An abuse of compression power results in unrealistic Zipf-Mandelbrot law with exponents z < 1. In
contraposition, the atomization of Zipfian units into sub-Zipfian units—achieved through the fragmentation of words—result in
rank-frequency distributions of stretched exponential form. Our experiments indicate that these two approaches complement
each other, allowing us to recover the original Zipf-Mandelbrot law. Compression improves the efficiency of communication,
but its abuse conduce to Zipf-Mandelbrot exponents lower than one, resulting in the unbounded grow of the entropy rate as
H1 ∼ lnVt 12 which negatively affects the communication effectiveness, due to an increment in the efforts necessary to decode
the message. Our results harmonize with previous known results which argue that Zipf’s law emerges from the optimization of
language to improve the efficiency of communication17.
Comparative analysis of Zipf’s and Heaps’ law in music and texts
To begin our comparative analysis in the statistics of music and texts we apply the n-gramCA algorithm to selected musical
pieces. We run the algorithm over note sequences to produce reference models CN and over sequences of generalized chords to
produce reference models CC. The rank-frequency distributions of the new sequences are shown in Figs. 4 for the single pieces
already studied in Figs. 1. In all the cases we observe distributions well fitted by the Zipf-Mandelbrot law with exponents
smaller than the originally found in the rank-frequency distributions of the sequences of generalized chords C (see table 1).
Furthermore, the exponents corresponding to the compressed sequences of generalized chords CC are generally smaller than
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those corresponding to compressed sequence of notes CN . According to these results, the effect of compression in the
distributions of Zipfian units and sub-Zipfian units in music are similar to the observed in texts. When compression is applied
to sequences of sub-Zipfian units in music, i.e. notes, the stretched exponential distributions are turned into Zipf-Mandelbrot
laws, and when it is applied to Zipfian units the exponents of the Zipf-Mandelbrot law become significantly reduced below
z≈ 1. This suggests that Zipfian units, sub- and super-Zipfian units in music and texts are equivalent in the sense that result in
similar transformation of the corresponding rank-frequency distributions.
Let’s reinforce our results replicating them on musical and literary corpora instead of isolated musical and literary pieces.
Figs 5 (a) and (b) show the rank-frequency distributions for two corpus; one containing all the texts and the other containing
all the music scores analyzed in this work. In particular, Fig. 5 (a) show the rank-frequency distribution for a sequence N of
notes as Zipfian units and a sequence C of generalized chords Zipfian units. These distributions are well fitted by a stretched
exponential and the Zipf-Mandelbrot law, respectively. In the case of texts Fig. 5 (b) shows the rank-frequency distributions for
the sequence FW of fragmented words as Zipfian units and the original sequenceW of words as Zipfian units. Again, these
distributions are fitted by a stretched exponential function and the Zipf-Mandelbrot law, respectively. It can be observed that the
sequence N of notes in music behave like the sequence FW of fragmented words in texts. In summary, when sub-Zipfian
units are chosen the resulting rank-frequency distributions departs from Zipf-Mandelbrot law and follow instead the stretched
exponential in both cases, music and texts. As we had mentioned, this departure from a power law is expected in texts, since
previous works report rank-frequency distributions following stretched exponential when graphemes and part of words are used
as Zipfian units22, 23. However, this result is new in music and indicate that notes are sub-Zipfian units.
To shed light on the previous results, we also study Heaps’ law in the text and music corpora. In other words, we study
how the vocabulary size Nt grows with the running length t of the texts or the musical scores using both Zipfian units and
sub-Zipfian units. Fig. 5 (c) shows how the vocabulary of notes N and generalized chords C sequences grows with the running
time t of the corpus of music scores. To perform this analysis we first concatenated all the music scores and then we shuffled
the Zipfian units, since there is no natural way to choose the appearing order of the Zipfian units. This procedure does not
affect the general behavior of Heaps’ law as we show in the insets of Figs. 5 (a) and (b). We observe that for the sequence C of
Generalize Chords the vocabulary grows almost linearly, whereas for the sequence N of notes the vocabulary grows linearly at
the beginning but then it tends to saturate. The analysis of Heaps’ law in text corpus—see Fig. 5 (d)—yields similar results to
the music corpus; for Zipfian units (sequence of words,W) the vocabulary growth is better approached by a linear behavior
while in the case of sub-Zipfian units (sequence of word fragments, FW) there is a clear non linear growth at large lengths t.
These results support the stretched exponential behavior of the rank-frequency distribution of sub-Zipfian units. According to
Lu¨ et al.32, a sub-linear power law growth of the vocabulary is associated to a Zipf’s exponent z larger than one. In particular, a
finite vocabulary is not compatible with Zipf-Mandelbrot law. This is the case of N sequences, where the number of notes
is bounded, and the case of sequences FW of word fragments, where the vocabulary is also substantially reduced and the
rank-frequency distribution does not follow Zipf-Mandelbrot law.
Finally, following the ideas of Montemurro et al.42 we have also computed the entropies of individual texts and musical
pieces for several Zipfian units. The results for the averaged values of these entropies are shown in table 3 where errors are
estimated as the variance of these values, as computed for all musical pieces and literary texts. For these calculations we have
used the twelve musical pieces and the four texts analyzed in this work. We can see that the values of these quantities for texts
are in agreement with the already reported in literature42, 43. In particular, the Kullback-Leibler divergence D for words in texts
has a value ∼ 3.3 bits/word which seems to be a universal value in human languages. At variance with texts, the entropy rate in
music both for notes and generalized chords is a very fluctuating quantity. This is because in music there are musical motives
and also large parts of the scores that are usually repeated. These fluctuations are reduced if the entropy rates are estimated from
the sequence of super-Zipfian units produced by the n-gramCA, but in this case the entropies do not reach a stationary state. It
is interesting, however, that the Kullback-Leibler divergence of compressed musical scores is similar to those reported for texts.
Discussion
In this work we have focused to establish a parallelism between music and language through one of the most robust laws of
written language as it is the well known Zipf’s law. In a previous work, Zanette6 had found that the statistics of note usage in
musical compositions is compatible with the predictions of Simon’s model. Namely, notes are the musical units leading to
Zipfian like rank-frequency distributions, and—according to Simon’s ideas—context plays an analogous role in music and in
language. The election of notes as the Zipfian units of music is entirely plausible since notes, with their pitch and duration, take
into account two of the main attributes of the structure of music; namely, notes provide the base for rhythm and melody. A
third ingredient in the structure of music is harmony which is manifested when a set of notes are played a the same time. This
suggests that chords should be considered as valid Zipfian units in order to obtain a complete characterization of Zipf’s law in
music.
In our statistical analysis of music, we observed first that when the bare notes are considered as Zipfian units the rank-
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frequency distributions of both, single pieces and corpora of musical compositions, are better described by stretched exponential
functions than the expected Zipf-Mandelbrot power law, at variance with Zanette’s previous results6. This discrepancy can
be understood considering that Zipf-Mandelbrot law implies an unbounded grow of the vocabulary, since Heaps’ and Zipf’s
laws are linked through scalings with related exponents32. But when notes are taken as Zipfian units, the vocabulary cannot
grow indefinitely, because there is a relatively small number of different notes. In other words, this simple argument restricts
the use notes as proper Zipfian units, at least for long musical scores, since a bounded vocabulary is not compatible with
Zipf-Mandelbrot law. We have observed a similar behavior in the case of fragmented texts where the rank-frequency distribution
also follows a stretched exponential and the vocabulary exhibits a well marked sub-linear grow. Our results support the
connection between Heaps’ and Zipf’s laws, highlighting that the identification of appropriate Zipfian units requires the
fulfillment of Heaps’ law.
We then tried generalized chords as Zipfian units, which is a proxy for the combination of chords and notes played
simultaneously. With generalized chords, the rank-frequency distributions becomes long-tailed and all the musical pieces
analyzed can be well described by Zipf-Mandelbrot law with exponents close to one, where the specific value depends on the
type of music analyzed. In particular, music scores of concerts with many instruments exhibit long generalized chords and show
lower Zipf exponents than the other scores. Long chords contribute to the diversity of the Zipfian units. Hence, new Zipfian
units are likely to be introduced at a high rate, resulting in Heaps’ exponent ν ≈ 1 and a Zipfian behavior with z < 1.
In our study of literary works and corpora, the rank-frequency distributions of words are well described by Zipf-Mandelbrot
law—as is generally accepted—while stretched exponentials provide worse fit except in small texts such as Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland. Then, motivating the definition of sub- and super-Zipfian units, we study text sequences with the help of
four operations devised for the construction of reference models. Firstly, we introduce the n-gram Compression Algorithm
(n-gramCA); an operation devised to compress sequences of Zipfian units by replacing repeating n-grams with new Zipfian units,
reducing the length of the sequence while increasing the vocabulary size. We find that compressed texts result in reduced Zipf’s
exponents, reason for which we called super-Zipfian units to the new Zipfian units produced by the n-gramCA. Our results agree
with previous literature studying sequences of n-grams as Zipfian units24, 48. Secondly, using shuffled texts as reference models,
we concluded that the reduction of Zipf’s exponent under compression grows with the degree of correlations present in the texts.
Without correlations, the reduction is negligible. Thirdly, we study reference models obtained by fragmenting the words in the
text sequences, splitting them after each vowel. The rank-frequency distributions of the fragmented word sequences turn into
stretched exponentials—which may be identified as the limiting case z→∞ of the Zipf-Mandelbrot law—so we call sub-Zipfian
units to word fragments. When the fragmented text are compressed with the n-gramCA, in a combination of methods for the
construction of reference models, the resulting rank-frequency distributions recover the Zipfian behavior. Some words are
reconstructed, but Zipf-Mandelbrot law re-emerges with a lower exponent than in the original texts. A random re-fragmentation
of the already compressed texts recovers the exponent of the original texts indicating, as presumed, that Zipfian units are not
univocally defined, even if in the complete process the original Zipfian units (words) lose their semantical content.
The effect of n-gramCA in musical pieces is similar to the observed in literary texts. For notes, the rank-frequency
distributions is converted from a stretched exponential to a Zipf-Mandelbrot law, for generalized chords the exponent of the
Zipf-Mandelbrot law is reduced with respect to the original and, in both cases, the exponent of Heaps’ law becomes closer to
one due to the considerable expansion of the vocabulary. Our results suggest that notes are sub-Zipfian units of the generalized
chords.
Our calculations of the Kullback-Leibler divergence in texts confirm its convergence to the values reported in the literature.
In music, however, we find a strongly fluctuating divergence for both, notes and generalized chords. When music is processed
by the n-gramCA, this divergence is stabilized but, due to small size of musical pieces, it does not reach a stationary state.
The comparative analysis of literary and musical corpora reinforces the idea that generalized chords are appropriate Zipfian
units. In particular, the analysis of Heaps’ law supports the differentiation between Zipfian and sub-Zipfian units, both in texts
and music. While the vocabulary grows linearly for Zipfian units, it tends to grow sub-linearly or even to saturate for the case
of sub-Zipfian units—fragmented words for text and notes for music, respectively—a result consistent with rank-frequency
distributions of stretched exponential form or Zipfian exponents much greater than one.
From our comparative statistical analysis of large corpora of musical scores and literary works we conclude that, even when
Zipfian units are not univocally defined, generalized chords are the natural candidates for Zipfian units in music, since with this
simple choice of Zipfian units, both Heaps’ and Zipf’s law are fulfilled. Finally, an important contribution of our work is the
validation of Zipf’s law as a fingerprint of human languages in general.
Methods
Data
The literary data was downloaded in .txt formated files from the Gutenberg Project45 where these files are available for free
downloading. The identification of the downloaded files are: Metamorphosis with label [EBook #5200], Robinson Crusoe
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with label [EBook #521], Alice Adventures in the Wonderland with label [EBook #11] and Pride and Prejudice with
label [EBook #1342]. After downloading the raw texts were curated as follows. Text parts found at the beginning and the
end of the files which not belong to the original literary pieces were removed. Then, punctuation symbols were eliminated,
until tokens composed of only lower- and upper-case letters remain. Finally, words were cast into lower-case form.
The musical data was obtained by downloading .mxl files49 from the MuseScore web-site50 since these files are
available for free download in this site. The musical compositions used in this work are: Bach’s BWV 1046 Branden-
burg Concerto I in F major (A = 415 Hz) (http://musescore.com/score/134203), BWV 1047 Brandenburg
Concerto II in F major (A = 415 Hz) (http://musescore.com/score/134471), BWV 1048 Brandenburg Con-
certo III in G major (http://musescore.com/score/130041), BWV 1049 Brandenburg Concerto IV in G major
(A = 415 Hz) (http://musescore.com/score/135076), Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 in D Major (BWV 1050)
for Flute, Oboe & Strings (http://musescore.com/mike_magatagan/scores/4492921), Vivaldi’s Concerto
in E Major - Spring (http://musescore.com/publishscore/scores/4867671), “L’Autunno” (Autumn) by
Antonio Vivaldi (http://musescore.com/user/1971441/scores/4713746), “L’Estate” (Summer) by Anto-
nio Vivaldi (http://musescore.com/user/1971441/scores/4602661), “L’Inverno” (Winter) by Antonio Vi-
valdi (http://musescore.com/user/1971441/scores/4586066), Piazzolla’s primavera porten˜a Astor Piaz-
zolla (http://musescore.com/score/2776961) and Stravinsky’s Stravinsky-Rite of spring, piano duo, first part (http:
//musescore.com/score/222191). Then, the .mxl files were processed using Music21 Python’s package51. Specifi-
cally, each score is parsed into a sequence of notes, where each note specifies the time at which it is played, its duration and its
pitch. Notes played at the same time are grouped together to form generalized chords. Then, the final sequence is composed of
notes and generalized chords sorted in time. Check our Python code for an example52.
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Figure 1. Rank-frequency distributions for: a) Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 in D Major BWV 1050 for flute, oboe
and strings, b) aggregated data of the six Bach’s Brandenburg concerts, c) Vivaldi’s Concerto in E Major - Spring, d)
aggregated data of the four Vivaldi’s seasons, e) Piazzolla’s Primavera Porten˜a (for Accordion three Violins and Contrabass), f)
Stravinsky’s Rite of spring (piano four hands). Hollow magenta squares correspond to notes and hollow cyan circles
correspond to chords and notes. Lines correspond to fits of a stretched exponential function: f ∼ exp[−(r/rξ )ξ ] (dashed
lines)–and Zipf-Mandelbrot law: f ∼ (rz+ r)−z (continuous lines). Red lines are guides to the eyes to indicate the slope 1
expected in Zipf’s law. Insets show the distribution of Chord Lengths (CL) in the case of generalized chords as Zipfian units.
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Figure 2. In top panels, the rank-frequency distributions of words of four different literary works (symbols). In middle panels,
the rank-frequency distributions of the selected texts processed by n-gram Compressor Algorithm (n-gramCA). In bottom
panels, the rank-frequency distributions of the original texts shuffled and then processed by n-gramCA. The lines correspond to
fits with stretched exponential (dashed lines) and Zipf-Mandelbrot law (full lines) functions. Red lines are guide to the eyes to
indicate the slope 1 expected in Zipf’s law.
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Figure 3. Rank-frequency plots for reference models consisting of sequences: fragmented by vowels FW (magenta plus
symbol), fragmented by vowels and then compressed by the n-gramCA CFW (cyan cross), and fragmented by vowels, then
compressed by n-gramCA and then re-fragmented by a fraction η RηCFW (green square), for (a) Metamorphosis, (b) Alice,
(c) Robinson and (d) Pride.
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Figure 4. Rank-frequency distributions of compressed musical scores where the n-gramCA is applied to string of notes
(magenta squares) and generalized chords (cyan circles) denoted as CN and CC, respectively. In (a) Bach’s Brandenburg
Concerto No. 5 in D Major BWV 1050, (b) Vivaldi’s Concerto in E Major - Spring, (c) Piazzola’s Primavera Porten˜a for
Accordion three Violins and Contrabass and (d) Stravinsky’s Rite of spring (piano four hands). The insets show the
corresponding Heaps’ laws.
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Figure 5. Top panels show the rank-frequency distributions for the aggregated data of all the music scores (a) and texts (b)
analyzed in this work. In music plot (a) plus symbol (magenta) correspond to single notes and cross symbol (cyan) correspond
to generalized chords. In the case of texts (a) plus symbol (magenta) correspond to fragmented texts and cross symbol (cyan) to
the original texts. Bottom panels show the vocabulary size Nt of the corpus, i.e distinct Zipfian units, as a function of the
running length t: (c) music corpus and (d) text corpus. In the insets we compare the vocabulary growth of shuffled (yellow and
orange) and non-shuffled (magenta and cyan) sequences of single musical and literary works.
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Music & Zipfian units T N z rz ξ rξ
Bach BC5, N 20054 434 2.58±0.06 75±3 0.689±0.004 30.8±0.3
Bach BC5, C 7984 2994 1.084±0.005 16.9±0.2 0.322±0.003 4.4±0.2
Bach BC5, CN 6722 1653 0.867±0.004 18.1±0.3 no fit no fit
Bach BC5, CC 4639 2704 0.777±0.004 2.63±0.08 no fit no fit
Bach 6CB, N 123174 773 2.96±0.06 103±3 0.727±0.005 37.0±0.4
Bach 6CB, C 31858 13124 0.8730±0.0009 6.71±0.03 0.177±0.001 0.025±0.002
Vivaldi SC, N 7068 297 1.46±0.04 18±1 0.440±0.007 7.2±0.4
Vivaldi SC, C 2503 707 1.29±0.01 25.8±0.7 0.398±0.007 10.0±0.7
Vivaldi SC, CN 1631 562 0.603±0.008 6.8±0.5 no fit no fit
Vivaldi SC, CC 1101 760 0.373±0.005 0.14±0.10 no fit no fit
Vivaldi 4SC, N 37504 601 2.15±0.08 72±4 0.560±0.007 27.0±0.8
Vivaldi 4SC, C 10705 3317 0.949±0.002 17.44±0.15 0.281±0.002 3.6±0.33
Piazzolla PP, N 5324 409 1.42±0.03 17±1 0.431±0.005 7±0.3
Piazzolla PP, C 1261 910 0.607±0.006 1.5±0.1 0.082±0.007 (4±12)×10−9
Piazzolla PP, CN 2619 811 0.752±0.006 12.9±0.4 no fit no fit
Piazzolla PP, CC 1149 894 0.504±0.005 0.6±0.1 no fit no fit
Stravinsky RS, N 18816 819 1.35±0.014 20.0±0.5 0.434±0.005 10.0±0.4
Stravinsky RS, C 8749 1638 0.930±0.008 2.13±0.09 0.155±0.005 (7±4)×10−4
Stravinsky RS, CN 3998 1473 0.650±0.004 14.0±0.4 no fit no fit
Stravinsky RS, CC 3131 1716 0.523±0.004 7.5±0.4 no fit no fit
Corpus, N 185139 1300 no fit no fit 0.7083±0.0025 45.0±0.3
Corpus, C 52575 18221 0.947±0.001 12.26±0.03 not fit no fit
Table 1. Characterization of music scores used in our study. T is the total length of the musical scores measured in Zipfian
units. N is the vocabulary i.e the number of different Zipfian units. z and rz are the fitted parameters to the frequency-rank
distribution using a power law f ∼ (rz+ r)−z, and ξ and rξ are the fitted parameters using a exponential stretched
f ∼ exp[−(r/rξ )ξ ]. Bach BC5: Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 in D Major BWV 1050. Bach 6BC: Corpus of the six
Bach’s Brandenburg Concerts. Vivaldi SC: Vivaldi’s Concerto in E Major - Spring. Vivaldi 4S: Corpus of the Vivaldi’s Four
Seasons concerts. Piazzolla PP: Piazzola’s Primavera Porten˜a for Accordion three Violins and Contrabass. Stravinsky RS:
Stravinsky’s Rite of spring (piano four hands).
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Text & Zipfian units T N z rz ξ rξ
Metamorphosis,W 22305 2583 1.064±0.004 3.18±0.05 0.219±0.002 0.046±0.004
Metamorphosis, CW 14455 4146 0.636±0.002 0.45±0.02 0.070±0.001 (10±9)×10−13
Metamorphosis, CSW 18132 3771 0.939±0.002 36.70±0.09 0.285±0.002 3.5±0.2
Metamorphosis, FW 51256 819 no fit no fit 0.251±0.006 0.08±0.02
Metamorphosis, CFW 16474 4471 0.682±0.001 3.38±0.04 no fit no fit
Metamorphosis, R0.3CFW 24373 6598 0.982±0.002 6.16±0.06 no fit no fit
Robinson,W 120800 6497 1.248±0.005 4.49±0.05 0.309±0.003 0.55±0.03
Robinson, CW 67577 15358 0.6640±0.0009 0.52±0.01 0.0838±0.0007 (1.6±0.5)×10−9
Robinson, CSW 87463 13574 0.9576±0.0006 27.37±0.07 0.264±0.001 2.34±0.09
Robinson, FW 266442 1454 no fit no fit 0.363±0.004 1.45±0.07
Robinson, CFW 71079 18401 0.7533±0.0006 3.36±0.02 no fit no fit
Robinson, R0.4CFW 132626 24949 1.058±0.001 4.45±0.02 no fit no fit
Alice,W 26543 2643 0.926±0.005 1.11±0.03 0.131±0.002 0.131±0.002
Alice, CW 16209 4614 0.620±0.001 0.12±0.02 0.056±0.001 (1±2)×10−17
Alice, CSW 21470 4071 0.939±0.002 16.3225±0.2 0.264±0.001 2.34±0.09
Alice, FW 59456 856 no fit no fit 0.335±0.004 0.919±0.06
Alice, CFW 18057 4951 0.687±0.001 3.05±0.03 no fit no fit
Alice, R0.4CFW 34611 6771 1.041±0.002 3.42±0.03 no fit no fit
Pride,W 122581 6471 1.2±0.004 6.43±0.06 1.24±0.05 0.325±0.002
Pride, CW 71902 15388 0.6974±0.0009 1.81±0.02 0.08380±0.0005 (2.3±0.5)×10−9
Pride, CSW 91927 13459 1.0035±0.0007 36.70±0.09 0.301±0.001 9.7±0.2
Pride, FW 292241 1297 no fit no fit 0.384±0.005 rξ = 2.3±0.1
Pride, CFW 75305 19257 0.7900±0.0008 4.83±0.03 no fit no fit
Pride, R0.4CFW 144467 26840 1.09573±0.002 6.00±0.03 no fit no fit
Corpus,W 292229 11356 1.145±0.002 4.10±0.03 no fit no fit
Corpus, FW 669395 2035 no fit no fit 0.371±0.004 1.76±0.08
Table 2. Characterization of the texts and music scores used in our study. T is the total length of the text or musical score
measured in Zipfian units. N is the vocabulary size. z and rz are the fitted parameters to the frequency-rank distribution using a
power law f ∼ (rz+ r)−z, and ξ and rξ are the fitted parameters using a exponential stretched f ∼ exp[−(r/rξ )ξ ]. The
nomenclature of the operations for the references models is as follows: C compressed (scores - texts), CS first shuffled then
compressed (scores - texts), F fragmented by vowels (texts), CF first fragmented and then compressed text, and Rη
re-fragmented previously compressed text by splitting a fraction η of the merging places.
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Text or music & Zipfian units H1 H D
Music, N 7.16±0.2 0.5±0.7 6.7±0.7
Music, C 9.3±0.7 1.0±1.7 8.2±2.0
Music, CN 9.6±0.4 6.1±0.3 3.5±0.15
Music, CC 10.2±0.5 6.9±0.5 3.3±0.20
Texts,W 8.85±0.2 5.52±0.23 3.33±0.10
Texts, C 11.85±0.9 7.70±0.60 4.14±0.31
Texts, FW 6.95±0.09 3.50±0.08 3.47±0.09
Table 3. Entropies for texts and music scores in units of bits/Zipfian units. Averaged Shannon entropy H1, entropy rate H and
Kullback-Leibler divergence D.
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